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FLYING DISC COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION 
Newsletter No.4 December 1981 

This will be a year end (Rear end?) wrap up issue. Lots of odds 'n enz. 
The FDCA is still growing (89 members as of December 1st) and we've been 
getting a lot more input from the membership. Please take the time to drop 
uS, a card or letter (or disc!) with questions, articles, collecting tips, 
stories on how a certain disc was found or "Why don't you" stiggestions. 

Because there were less than 100 "Charter Members", {Only charter members 
joining in 1981 received serially numbered Minis) we will offer on a "Good 
until January 31st 1982" basis an additional serially numbered FDCA Mini, 
matching your number for each membership that you own. Send three (3} one 
dollar bills to FDCA 225 Circle Drive Las Vegas Nevada 89101 

FDCA Newsletter no. 1 Error update ... Jim "The Bird" Blake, FDCA #66 
notified us that on FB9 Fastbacks, San Gabriel is spelled Sna Gabriel. 
This is significant because as soon as the Manufacture~ caught it, they 
changed it to the proper spelling. (I knew there was some reason I saved 
all the 1st generation FB9 discs I ran across. Who knows the other reason?) 
Gary Scheffert FDCA #52, pointed out that the word"Backhanded" is divided 
into two words on the mold 50 Super Pros and the mold 17 Pros. How ever, 
as far as I know, this "error" was never "Caught" and all the mold 50 
Super Pros and all the mold 17 Pros have the divided spelling of backhanded. 
Jim ?almeri FDCA#023, pointed out a discrepancy in FDCA Newsletter No. 2 
regarding Minis. It would be more accurate to list Period 1 Minis as having 
"Pat. Pend." Period 2 as having just the date 1967 and the smooth cupola 
roof, Period 3 Minis as having the ringed roof cupolas, Period 4 as having 
the smooth top with indent, and Period 5 as having the smooth top. 
Thanks to all of you who sent in cards and letters. Keep 'em Coming! 

Our thanks to Jo Cahow FDCA #18 for the following article ... 

·Editor's note: I have known Jo Cahow since about 1974 and I feel she 
would make any collection complete! So I have entitled her article: 
KEEP CARPINTERIA GREEN---SEND JO CAHOW A DISC! 

My interest in green discs goes back to 1970 when Guts was the main 
force in my life. At the time~ I was a member of the Humbly Magnificent 
Champions of the Universe Ladies Guts Team in Ann Arbor, Michigan: 
Freestyle was non-existent to all of us Midwestern Guts players. 
We never thought of doing anything but playing Guts with a disc. 
Then Ed Headrick visited our t9wn qnd liked our organizational efforts 
and v.'hen he returned, he brought with him three Californians - Spyder 
Wills, Steve Gottlieb ~nd Torn Boda. As the Guts throwers were 
involved in deadly combat in the gym, the few people who wandered out 
into the lobby were seeing something else. The Midwest was being 
introduced to freestyle. I was mesmerized and couldn't believe we 
had never thought to try any of these things with a disc before. 
Although I remained an avid Guts player for several years, freestyle 
was ~omething I had to learn. As I began to get more proficient 
(state-of-the-art in those days was being able to execute a skip 
shot, catch between the legs and behind the head and back, and 
different throws - there was no delaying, no tipping - all quick 
v1ork), Ed brought me a gift - a green Super Pro. As I was not a 
collector at that time, that disc sort of became my trademark. 
At every Guts tournament, a green Super Pro could be seen in the 
air and it was "fhe· first disc I ever free~tyled with. 
I eventually became a collector, but it was soon apparent that either 
my kids had to go, or some of my discs. The kids won that round 
so the discs had to go. Dan Roddick suggested I specialize and 
since Dan and I first met when I was tossing the green Super Pro, 
he also suggested that green discs be my specialty. I have always 
liked the green discs and thought it would fit my needs perfectly. 
It would allow me to continue collecting but in a small, concentrated 
area. I initially thought that 50-75 discs would be the maximum 
available and that would fit my space needs perfectly. My collection 
currently numbers 224. So much for good intentions. 

Thanks to Dan, Ron Kaufman, John Kirkland, Victor Malafronte and 
people from all over the U.S. and Europe, the collection rapidly 
grew to rather awesome proportions. Awesome both in size and beauty. 
Early this surruner, Les Bryant visited for a few days and was interested 
in seeing the collection. It is currently stored in boxes in the 
caraae. We spread green discs all over the living room and they 
~ere~really beautiful! A very aesthetically pleasing collection. 
I only wish I had the space to display every one of them. 

~y s~allest a1sc is a Cosmic Candy Flyer and oeasures approximately 
? inches in diaDe~er - my larg~st is an Orbiter which looks like 



My most interesting di~cs includ3 the following: 

1. ~harn-0 Pro mold l single-band, 108-gra~ sticker - gold hotstamp 
(I >·.'ould love a single-band black hots tamped Pro) . 

2. Flying Pickle soft alsc- Burger King. 
3. Australian Stinger with metallic blue hotstamp. 
4. Greek Disky. 
5. Italian Regent Lawn Disc - Tossing this one would most likely 

result in the loss of a few fingers. 

6. Italian Vola Vola. 
7. Japanese Grisby in 2 sizes- both have T-Bird like projections 

in their centers. 
8. Japanese Frisky Sport - 5" size and Pro size. 
9. Mexican Pipovolo. 

10. Nepalese Synei Zoomer. 
11. Swedish Flygande Flopp. 
12. Sailing Sombrero (actually shaped like a sombrero). 
13. Cornet Psychedelic Disc with rotating streamers in center. 

14. Fitzwilly's Fitzbee by Humphrey. 
15. Magic Saucer with hand-painted window, doors and ridges (in the 

package). 
16. Space Saucer prototype with no trademark identification on under

side - mint condition. 

These are just some of the more interesting ones to look at - others 
are undoubtedly more valuable. 

When Don asked me to jot some information about my collection, one of 
the things he wanted to know was interesting aquisition ancedotes. I'm 
afraid they all begin the same w·ay .. ~ .. "Once there \'las a hot green 
disc a-..railable - two people desperately, greedily and voraciously 
wanted it for their collections. One had a great deal of bargaining 
power, the other's offerings were pitiful in comparison. He won, 
I lost." It..'s always been a tem:_:>orary loss though. In all fairness 
to John, I must say he has more than made up for his dirty deeds 
done dirt cheaP. After a discussion between the two of us, he has 
always made su~e the disc ended up in my collection. He has, in 
fact, been responsible for some of my hotter items. I'd give up 
my delay nail to know his channel of radar though - he's always 
so hot on my trail. Does anything collectible ever slip by that radar? 

It's really hard to place a value on the collection as it's really 
a matter of how much the potential buyer things it is worth. Since 
it is highly specialized and there are some very unusual discs in the 
collection, most of them in cherry condition, I would estimate its 
value to be between $1,500 and $2,000. Dan is groaning - he thinks 
I price too low - John is groaning - he wants the collection and 
doesn't want t~pay that much. 

If anyone has a disc they think I might be interested in, just drop 
me a note (no carbon copy to JK please) and let's make a deal. 
It's easy for me to let you know if I'm interested as my collection 
is listed on rolodex cards (Dan's idea) and I do have some interesting 
T-shirts left for trade from my collection. I'd love to hear from you. 

In closing, I want to say a huge THANK YOU to everyone who has exchanged 
with me or donated a disc to my collection. It's beautiful and so 
are all of you. 



Questions and Answers 

Charles Allcroft (FDCA#57) wrote in and asked, "My letter regarding discatalogs 
to AML-Canoga Park,Ca, and ANC Glendale, Co, came back"Not deliverable as ad
ressed" do you have a better adress?" No, Charles we don't; does any one else 
have an answer? We do have some new listings though ... 
T T Sports & Games 
Laurena House 
Ersham :?.oad They will do custom hotstamping from your camera 
Hailsham ready art work 
East Sussex BN27 3LE 
England 

Disc Sport Designs 
2357 Hickory Drive 
Concord, Ca 94520 

SPECIAL PROJECT!! 
THE INTERNATIONAL FLYING DISC INVENTORY 

There has been much spec~lation regarding the rarest-scarcest-most valuable 
disc or set of discs. For instance, how much is a Period 3 {with ringed roof) 
black mini with gold Hotstamp "Glitterfoil makes sales soar" worth? Or how 
about a square top FBl white with black hotstamp of Rich Knerr at his desk?! 
In an attempt to obtain information on how many of what period, mold, color, 
generation, label, and/or hotstamp are around, an inventory is proposed. 
By gathering information of this nature, compiling it and distributing it to 
the collecting community; it will surely put disc collecting on a much more 
solid foundation. As an inducement to get you "Plastic Junkies" to take time 
out from petting your platters, a drawing will be held on March 31, 1982, 
and one lucky respondent to the IDI will receive{Courtesy of THE FACTORY 
CONNECTION) an unpigmented old style 50 mold disc with standard Midnight 
Flyer DGA black hotstamp! {Not a glow plastic.) So dust off those 
Horseshoe Hoards,Pro Piles, and Master Masses; and write down what you've got, 
what it is, and its condition, and send it to FDCA 225 Circle Drive L.V. Nv 8910. 
IDI format ... Take a blank piece of paper, put your name-rank-seri-{No thats 
wrong) Here is a sample ... 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

I. Brake Furdiscs 
119 Circle of May 
Mars, Platsylvania 

Discs in my collection 
as of January 1, 1982 

TYPE MOLD COLOR CONDITION HOW MANY REMARKS 
SUPER PRO 50 Peach F ros't ex one Factory Conn. 

COLLECTING TIP OF THE MONTH 
Asyou drive through the neighborhood, be prepared to "Brake for Plastic" 
In addition to checking the walls of garages, keep an eye on the roofs. 
If you spot an old disc, stop and offer a thrift store special or an old 
Master{Bigger is better) for that white Pluto Platter-truth! it happened 
in Berkeley but thats another story. If its on the roof, take some heavy 
string tied to a "Makin's" sack and toss it past the disc, then by tugging 
gently you can dislodge that lime green Platter. {If an avalanche is a 
mountain getting its rocks off, is a plastilanche a roof getting its discoff? 

Discellaneous Ads 
Wanted- Wham-0 Minis John Stembel 1103 Oakview, Silver Spring,Md 20903 
Trying to find a certain disc? I've probably got it! Donn Blake 

225 Circle Dr. L.V. Nv 8910 
CATALOGS .. HOT OFF THE PRESS! SEND A 20 CENT STAMP TO ... 
Jo Cahow 573 Arbol Verde Carpinteria. Ca 93013 
Robert· Ennis jr. 7040 Lupton Dr. Dallas, Tx 75225 
Patti Hipsky tJM.'f '.ft.' ~~. ~ H· 1'MJ#.~, -*~ frW~ (se.c.. B~c.~('p,.~e:..) 
Ron Kaufman %DCW Box 125 Davis, Ca 95617 
Orbiters Odessey Box 911 La Mirada, Ca 90637 
Attention Collectors! Introducing a new concept in disc marketing!! 
You've probably all heard"Its not for sale ... What have you got for trade? 
rlell now you ~ buy tough items like PLUTOS, MARS, "Y 'S", etc. 
Write Donn Blake 225 Circle Dr. L.V. Nv 89101 for information. 

COMING UP: The HDX Story 
FDCA Collectors List of Addresses 
An Amateur looks at PROS 



FDCA NEWS: 
Back issues- One Dollar Bill plus 20 cent stamp 
New memberships $5 per year- includes 6 newsletter 
Old members- $5 yearly subscription due this month 
Discelleaneous Ads- Nickel a word-$1 minimum 

Collectors: A catalog listing discs for showing and 
throwing. For your copy, send three 20 cent 
stamps to: SPINCERELY 

2850 Cotton Way #1 
Memphis, Tn 38118 

~FLASH! Here isPatti Hipsky 
another hot Postal Mail Center 
Catalog for 350 So. Lake Ave. 
you collectorsP.O. Box 133 

Pasadena, Ca 91101 




